Introduction.
In this article we investigate the values at algebraic points where the A Az) are defined as above and the EAz) are the E-functions of Siegel.
In a subsequent paper we plan to investigate this and related problems by using results of Sidlovskiî [9] and Lang [4] concerning the measure of transcendency of E-functions. Again these results lead to estimates of how well a root of an E-polynomial <pE(z) can be approximated by algebraic numbers.
Statement of results.
The following is the main result of this paper. The following result is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. If ß is an algebraic number of height H = H(ß) and z is a root of <f>(z) = 0, then
where AQ is a constant depending only on the polynomial <p{z) and the degree of ß. Without loss of generality we may assume that the coefficients of the polynomials AAz) are algebraic integers of a number field K of degree v, which we will hold fixed throughout our discussion. We suppose further that cl, € K
(1 < k < m). Let w j, • • •, wv be a basis for the field K consisting entirely of algebraic integers, i.e., an integral basis, and write the polynomial <f>(z) as In the proof of Theorem 1 we may assume that the a.,(l<k<m) are algebraic integers in K, that is to say, we may assume that in (2) 8=1. In fact, if S ^ 1, we may prove Theorem 1 for the polynomial r£g(z) = (piSz) and then consider the value of <f>$iz) at the algebraic point ß/S.
We will need the following result. 4. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof will be by contradiction. We assume that for some constant c, whose value will be determined at the end of the argument, and no matter how large we take A, we can always find an algebraic number ß of large height such that
In the spirit of Gel'fond [2, Chapter II, §2] we shall subdivide the proof of the impossibility of (4) into six steps.
Step One. We enumerate the q = (p + 1) numbers klwl + ... + kvwv, 0<k.<p, 1 < ¿ < i^, This will do no harm to the argument, since p will be a parameter to be chosen later as a function of H which will not grow faster than some power of log H.
We now claim that the matrix (A . Aß)) (1 < ; < r, 1 < k < q), formed with the coefficients of the linear forms <f>iß) in (5) has rank r. This follows easily from the fact that the w. (1 < i < v) ate linearly independent which implies that the matrix (A . ■ (j8)) is semidiagonal after a suitable interchange of rows. The next step consists in producing a new set of q independent linear forms in the exponentials expiAjSi (1 < k < q), from which a set oi q -t forms can be selected so as to complete the system in (5).
Step Two. The following is Siegel's method for constructing q independent linear forms in the exponentials expjA, ß\ (1 < k < q) as outlined in Gel fond vanish to a high order at all points p. Actually one only needs that the numbers fip,), /(p2)> • • •, and some higher order derivatives be small. In carrying out this plan there is one difficulty which we have not been able to overcome and that is that the point z = 0 is the only algebraic point of the function (z, ez). We hope to investigate this problem in a subsequent paper.
Let N be a positive integer which will be chosen later to be large compared to q. Form the function To apply Lemma 1, we must first find bounds for the coefficients in (9). Clearly we have {") < 2W < 2M (0 < w < M -1) and |F | < c^p (l<m< q). Therefore
Now, the total number of equations in (9) We have thus constructed a function f(z) of the form
where \fj(z) is an entire function.
To complete the second step we now obtain bounds for the value of the function ifi{z) at points near the origin. From (8) Later on it will be advantageous if the exponent in (10) (16) trivially we obtain that the coefficients in the polynomials in (15) are bounded by (17) \cm s J < exp{2iV log N + ANq2 log pi, provided p > c}j.
We would now like to prove that given an arbitrary point z ^ 0, among the N forms L0(z), Lj(z),..., LN_ j(z), q of these are linearly independent, that is to say, the matrix of coefficients (U (z)) is nonsingular.
We first establish that none of the polynomials P (z) in f^= Z PJ*) e*pfrmz\ Step Four. We now ascertain that the q forms L0iz),.. "-i>V whose determinant is still A(z). We now use the fact that Lq_Az) = zM-^-1)if,*(z) = zN(q-l)+q*1if,*(z), to obtain A(z) = zN(9-1>+9+1g (2). That is to say, A(z) has a zero at z = 0 of multiplicity at least N(q -1) + q + 1. Now, since A(z) is itself a polynomial of degree at most Nq, it follows that A(z) cannot have a zero of order greater than N -q -1 at any other point z ^ 0.
Step Five. We now claim that from among the forms Lg(z) (0 < s < Ai We get the identity
If we differentiate both sides of (21) (30) go = Td(dr+N(q-r)) det q is a nonzero algebraic integer in the field Kiß), and its norm has absolute value greater than one. Now, using (26a), (27) and (28) we get the following bound for each of the conjugates of the number Q0
ÍQJ < |fM*»X*4l»<t-r» expl(9 -r)i4N log N + 4Nq2 log p)\, provided p>cly Finally we get i< n«"(e0) <\Q0\Hidv-i)id+i)i*+m*-r» i
• expfUf -l)iq -r)(4/V log N + 4Nq2 log p)}, If we now put ¿V = // and observe that 9 -r < voa(v~ "v and p < 9 we get |L*(/3)| < expi-(9A//6) log JV + 4Nq2 log p¡.
We can also write (32) in the form 1 < (expi-Ar77i + exp\-iqN/6) log N +4Nq2 log p\)
• (explc16?(l,~ly"(4N log N + 4Nq2 log q)}).
We now choose q as a function N so that cl6q 4Nq2logq <iqNlogN)/24, i.e., we take q = clg((log/V)/loglogN) (2v~1), with a suitable constant c,8.
Clearly, 4Nq2logp< (l/24)qN log N and 4ei6?(I,-1)/2/Vlog/V < (1/24) ?/Vlog/V if tj > Cjq. Hence we can write the inequality (33) as
